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Abstract. An abstract language 4 embodying the flow of control component of PROLOG including 

the cut operator is considered. Both a denotational and operational model for % are developed 

and related by studying approximations of an intermediate semantics based on terminating 

transition systems. Interpretation and refinement of the models of 1 lead to a Plotkin-style 

operational semantics and an equivalent denotational semantics for PKOLOG with cut. 

1. Introduction 

It is argued by several authors that the traditional fixpoint semantics for Horn 

clause logic, as described in, e.g., [I], is not suited for the logic programming 

language PROLOG (cf. [12, 191). Especially the cut, added to Horn clause logic for 

efficiency reasons, affects the completeness of the refutation procedure (cf. [23]). 

Therefore, the standard declarative semantics using Herbrand models does not 

adequately capture the computational aspects of the PROLOG language. In the present 

paper we study the PRoLo<;-cut operator in a sequential environment augmented 

with backtracking. Our aim is to provide a denotational semantics that clarifies the 

flow of control aspects for the core of PROLOG with cut. Moreover, the semantics 

to be developed should be proved to be correct with respect to an operational model. 

The question for equivalent denotational and operational models for PROLOG will 

be answered in two stages. First of all we separate the “logic” from the “control” 

(cf. [21]), and focus on the control flow aspects of PROLOG such as backtracking 

and the cut operator, Thus ignoring for a while the logic programming details, such 

as most general unifiers and renaming indices. We consider an abstract backtracking 

language 3 featuring such concepts as the cut operator, procedure calls and 

backtracking. One may call this “logic programming without logic” since we ignore 

any articulation in terms of resolution, [7]. Instead we consider arbitrary interpreta- 

tions of actions as state transforming mappings. This leaves open the possibility for 

further specialization. 

We develop both an operational and denotational semantics for 3. The operational 

semantics (6) is based on the notion of a labeled transition system in the style of 

[ll, 261. The denotational semantics (LB) is similar to the denotational semantics 
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for PROLOG with cut of [ 191. It uses the technique of an environment transformation. 

The meaning of a program d1.y is the result of evaluating its body s in an environment 

depending on the declaration d. Since we want our denotational semantics to be 

compositional, the cut operator forces the introduction of a special marker that is 

not needed in the operational case. This mere fact obstructs the equality of the 

operational and denotational model. Therefore, a transition-system-based intermedi- 

ate semantics (9) is defined that does not only resemble the operational semantics 

but also delivers this special cut marker in case a cut is encountered. 

Equivalence of the operational and intermediate semantics modulo the cut marker 

is proved straightforward. Much more work is involved in comparing the intermedi- 

ate and denotational model. Both the intermediate and denotational semantics are 

represented as least upper bounds of chains and we prove the equality of the 

approximating elements. (This technique, which first appeared in a preliminary 

version of this paper [ 151, is also used profitably in [ 131 in the setting of continuation 

semantics. In the context of complete metric spaces, it is implicit when using 

higher-order contractions with unique fixpoints for the semantical definition. See 

[ 10,20].) We introduce complete partial orders of labeled transition systems, in 

which the notion of approximation is formalized. We consider so-called restricted 

intermediate systems that are induced by subsets of configurations with a bound on 

the nesting of procedure calls. By allowing a deeper nesting of calls we obtain a 

better approximation of the intermediate semantics. It will turn out that the kth 

intermediate approximation (9,) will correspond to the kth denotational one (go,). 

Compositionality is a key property in the comparison of both kind of approxima- 

tions. We establish compositionality of the $a, by induction on the $firrite length of 

the transition sequences involved. This termination property or Noetherianity is not 

shared by the intermediate semantics .JJ (nor by the operational semantics 0). This 

makes a comparison with the denotational semantics on the level of approximations 

beneficial. 

Having established equivalent denotational and operational models for the “con- 

trol” component of PROLOG with cut, viz. for the abstract language 3, we return to 

our question for a semantics for PROLOG itself. The idea is to obtain such a semantics 

by refinement of the semantics for 55 We shall reformulate the concepts of 3 in 

the context of logic programming. Adding the “logic” to 6!8 amounts to consideration 

of a unification f, = tZ as an action and of a conjunction of goals Cl&G2 as a 

sequential composition. A state will be regarded as a substitution. Some care has 

to be taken with respect to procedure calls, i.e., atoms. For, in PROLOG an atom is 

replaced by the body of a clause provided that the atom and the head of the clause 

unify successfully. (Such a conditional rewriting is absent in the context of a.) We 

shall use renaming indices to assure that the variables in the particular clause are 

fresh. Moreover, the effect of this unification has to be taken into account, since it 

updates the current substitution with a most general unifier. However, all this can 

be added quite painlessly to the already developed machinery. This is mainly due 

to flexibility of the .%I-semantics with respect to the atomic actions. For we allow 
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in the setting of %’ arbitrary interpretations of them. In addition to the easy 

formulation of the semantical mappings it is straightforwardly checked that the 

de-uniformization process does not essentially affect the equivalence proof given 

for the operational and denotational models for 3. Therefore, correctness of the 

denotational semantics for PROLOG with cut with respect to the operational one is 

obtained in a clean way, without obscuring the proof by irrelevant details. 

Related work on the denotational semantics for PROLOG with cut includes 

[3, 12, 13, 191. In [3, 191 a direct Scott-Strachey-style denotational semantics is given, 

similar to the denotational semantics developed in the present paper. Their semantics 

are developed for the purpose of generating correct PROLOG interpreters and for 

proving termination properties, respectively. An operational semantics is also defined 

in [19]. However, no relationship between both models is established. Instead, 

confidence in the correctness of the denotational semantics is supplied by its 

systematic development. We extend upon their results by the formulation and proof 

of a correctness theorem which relates our (direct) denotational and operational 

models. The semantics of [ 121 mixes a direct and continuation style of denotational 

semantics. It uses sequences and cut flags on the one hand and declaration continu- 

ations on the other. However, it makes the semantical definition more complex and 

has its impact on the equivalence proof given. (In particular we doubt whether the 

induction hypothesis is applicable for Theorem 4.1, case 5 in [12, Appendix].) The 

continuation semantics in [I31 uses continuations only, viz. success, failure and 

dump continuations. The equivalence proof for the denotational and operational 

models uses a technique of a hybrid semantics having both operational and denota- 

tional aspects. It is related to our approach in that it also makes comparisons at 

the level of approximations. Other work on PROLOG semantics from different 

perspectives and using several approaches includes [2,4, 14, 161. Finally, we mention 

[8] where a uniform language is used as a basis for a metric semantics of concurrent 

PROLOG. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the 

definition of a labeled transition system and establish some general properties. 

Section 3 introduces the abstract language % and its operational semantics. The 

denotational semantics for % is the subject of Section 4. Having established, in 

Section 5, the equivalence of both models, we interpret, in Section 6, the abstract 

language in order to obtain an operational and denotational semantics for PROLOG 

with cut. Some final remarks are made in Section 7. 

2. Labeled transition systems 

In this section we introduce the notion of a labeled transition system. Collections 

of labeled transition systems are turned into a complete partial order (cpo) such 

that associating a valuation to a transition system becomes a continuous operation. 

In the realm of sequential programming we restrict ourselves to the deterministic case. 
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Definition 2.1. A labeled (deterministic) transition system T is an eight-tuple 

(C, I, F, Q/I, D, CY, S), where the set of configurations C is the disjoint union of 1, 

F and {O}, I is a set of internal configurations, F is a set of final configurations, 

G is the undefined configuration, n is the set of labels, the domain of values D is 

a cpo with a continuous composition or concatenation operator ., the mapping 

(Y : F u A + D is a valuation assigning a value to each final configuration and to 

each label, and S is a deterministic step or transition relation, i.e., a partial function 

S: C+pnrtll x C with dom( I. 

Next we show how to extend the valuation (Y on final configurations to a valuation 

a7. on arbitrary configurations of a transition system T. Intuitively, (Ye assigns to a 

configuration c the composition of the labels occurring at the arrows of the maximal 

transition sequence of the system T starting from c. 

Definition 2.2. Let T = (C, I, F, 0, A, D, a, S) be a labeled transition system. Let I 

denote the bottom element of D. We associate with T a mapping ar : C + D defined 

as the least function in C+ D such that 

(YT(C) = 
ff(c), if CE F, 

a(h) . ar(c’), if (c, A, c’) E S, 

J-9 otherwise. 

Fix sets I and F of internal and final configurations, respectively. Fix an undefined 

configuration R, a set of labels /I, a domain of values D, a valuation function 

Q : F,A -+ D and put C = I u F v {fl}. Let 

TS={(C,I,F,f&A, D,a,S)JS:C-+,,,,AxC with dom(S)GZ} 

denote the collection of all labeled transition systems with configurations in C, 

internal configurations in Z, final configurations in F, undefined configuration 0, 

labels in A, domain of values D and valuation function (Y. In TS we identify a 

transition system with its transition relation. (In particular we may write T(c) and 

c + $- c’ rather than S(c) or (c, A, c’) E S for a transition system T with step relation 

S.) 
We consider the set of configurations as a flat cpo with ordering sc. and least 

element 0. This induces an ordering d ,,(. on A x C and an ordering cTs on TS 

as follows: 

and 
(A, c) c I,C (A’, c’)e(A =A’) & (c s<.c’) 

T~,T’~(dom(T)rdom(T’))&(Vc~dom(T): T(c)G,,~ T’(c)). 

So for labeled transition systems T and T’ we have T sTs T’ iff for each internal 

configuration c that admits a transition c +^, c’ in T, c admits a transition c -+$ c” 
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in T’ such that these transitions have the same label and such that c’ is the undefined 

configuration R or c’ and cl’ are equal. 

We have that TS is a cpo when ordered by SW. The nowhere defined transition 

system 0 is the least element of TS; for a chain (Tk)h in TS the transition system T 

with 

dom(T)=l,_Jdom(T~) and T(c)=lub,(T,(c)), 

for an appropriate chain in A x C, acts as least upper bound. Moreover, the operation 

AT.ar : TS + C + D that assigns to a transition system the valuation it induces is 

continuous with respect to srS. (See [15] for more details.) 

Remark. Let lo& I, c . . . be an infinite sequence of subsets of internal configur- 

ations such that I = U,, Ik. Put C, = IL u F v {a}. Then we can construct for each 

T E TS a chain of approximations (T,), of T in TS, where TA is defined as the 

smallest labeled transition system such that 

(c,A, C’)E TL if ((c,h, C’)E T)&(cEZ,:)&(C’EC~), 

and 

Then it follows from the above that T = lubk( Tk) in TS. Moreover, for the valuations 

CY and cyI, of T and T,, respectively, it holds that t/c E C: Q(C) = lub,(a,(c)) with 

respect to the ordering of D. 

Tk is called the restriction of T to Ik since only configurations in I,, act as a 

left-hand side. Note also that only configurations in C, act as a right-hand side. 

We shall use this observation concerning restrictions in the congruence proof of the 

operational and denotational semantics. 

In the sequel we shall use the cpos C“and C$ as domain ofvalues. (Cf. [5,11,24].) 

The collection 2” of streams over E and the collection 2: of S-streams over .Z are 

defined by 

1,’ = E” u _z‘*.I u I’“, 

and 

respectively. The stream ordering s.,t on ES’ and X’,’ is defined by 

x <\, ye(3X’E I‘* 3Y’E Z;‘,‘\{i}: (x = x’l.) & (y = x’y’)). 

Intuitively, a stream x is (stream)less than a stream y exactly when x is unfinished, 

i.e., ending in I and x can be extended to y by expanding the trailing bottom. (In 

[19] these domains are intuitively formulated in terms of equivalence classes of 

tail-lazy lists ordered by the prefix ordering.) The composition operator * : D x D + D 
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is defined as the least mapping 6 such that E A y = y, I ti y = i and (TX’ $3 y = 

(T(X) a y) for D = 1” and additionally 6 A y = 6 for D = 12. In particular we have 

x.y=x if ~~~*.ILJ~“.~LJ~‘~. 

One can use the techniques described in [25] to justify such a definition and to 

establish the continuity of the defined operator. 

3. Operational semantics of 99 

In this section we introduce the abstract backtracking language B and define an 

operational semantics for it. % can be regarded as a uniform version-uniform in 

the sense of [9]-of PROLOG with cut, i.e., B reflects the control flow component 

of PROLOG. However, the statements in LB are schematic in nature. All the logic 

present in PROLOG is abstracted away. The operational semantics of 3, which will 

be refined to a semantics for PROLOG with cut in Section 6, is based on the notion 

of a labeled transition system. For a program d) s in 3, the declaration d will induce 

a transition system -<, while the statement s induces (given a state) an initial 

configuration. The operational semantics, then, is the sequence of labels of the 

maximal transition sequence with respect to +rl starting from the initial configuration 

with respect to s. 

Definition 3.1. Fix a set of actions Action and a set of procedure names Proc. We 

define the set of elementary statements 

EStat = {a, fail, !, s, or s2, x) a E Action, s, E Stat, x E Proc}, 

the set of statements 

Stat={e,;..;e,(rEN,e,EEStat} 

and the set of declarations 

Decl= {x, + s, :..:x,.+s,jrEN,x,EProc,s,EStat,i#j*x,#x,}. 

The backtracking language CB is defined by % = {d/s (d E Decl, s E Stat}. 

So an elementary statement is either an action in Action, the failure statement 

fail, a PRoLoG-like cut !, an alternative composition s, or s2 or a procedure call x. 

A statement is a (possibly empty) sequential composition of elementary statements. 

The empty statement is denoted by E. A declaration is a list of procedure definitions 

for different procedures names. Programs are made up from a declaration and a 

program body, i.e., a statement. 

We let a range over Action, x over Proc, e over EStat, s over Stat and d over 

Decl. We write x + s E d if x + s = xi + si (for some i) or if s = fail otherwise. 



Example. From [13] we take the following example. Consider the context-free 

language 2’ generated by the grammar 

x-t YZ, Y + aYa(bYbla, Z+ cZ(c. 

2’ consists of palindromes over {a, b} with a in the middle, followed by an arbitrary 

but positive number of c’s. A parser for 2’ is implemented by the B-program d 1 s 

where 

d=x+y;z:y+-a;y;a or (b;y;b or a):z+c;z or c 

and 

s = x;eoi. 

Intuitively, the actions (1, b and c succeed if the corresponding symbol is currently 

read. Otherwise the actions fail and cause a backtrack to possible (stacked) alterna- 

tives with their own local states (i.e., their own tape head positions). Analogously, 

the action eoi succeeds if the whole input is scanned and fails otherwise. It is clear 

that once the palindrome part is recognized the alternative rules concerning the 

nonterminal Y do not have to be stacked any more. Here we can speed up rejections 

if we map X + YZ on x + y;!;z rather than on x + y;z. We return to this example later. 

So the cut ! provides a mechanism to discard of alternatives dynamically. To be 

more precise, execution of the cut amounts to commitment to the choices made 

since the statement in which the cut occurs is invoked. Consider for example (a or 

b);! or c. If a can be executed successfully in some state both (the occurrences of) 

the alternatives b and c are ignored in the rest of the computation. On the other 

hand, consider the declaration x +- (a or b);! and the statement x or c. If a can be 

executed successfully the alternative b-as before-is discarded. However, the 

alternative c remains open since it is not within the scope of the cut in the body (a 

or b);! of the procedure x. 

Let d E Decl. The internal configurations of the transition system -+d associated 

with d are non-empty stacks. Each frame on a stack represents an alternative for 

the execution of some initial goal. As such a frame consists of a generalized statement 

and a local state taken from a set of states 2. The state can be thought of as holding 

the values or bindings of the variables for a particular alternative. The generalized 

statement is composed from ordinary statements supplied with additional informa- 

tion concerning the cut: each component in a generalized statement corresponds 

with a (nested) procedure call. Since executing a cut amounts to restoring the 

backtrack stack as it was at the moment of procedure entry (see Definition 3.3(v)) 

we attach to a statement a stack (or pointer) that constitutes (points to) the substack 

of the alternatives that should remain open after a cut in the statement is executed. 

We call this stack the dump stack of the statement, cf. [19]. 
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Definition 3.2. Define the set of generalized statements by 

GStat={(s,, D,):..:(s,, D,.)I~EN, s,~Stat, D,~Stack, i<j+Di z,, D,} 

with YE GStat denoting the empty generalized statement, the set of frames by 

Frame = {[g, (T] (g E GStat, u E 2) 

and the set of stacks by 

Stack={F,:..: F,I~ENF,=[(~,, D,):..:(s,, D,), a] E Frame 

such that F,,, :..: F, zs, 0,) 

with E E Stack denoting the empty stack. Here we have S zss S’@S is a substack 

of s. 

Fix an action interpretation I : Action + 2 +p21rt 2 that reflects the effect of the 

execution of an action on a state. (The language 93 gains flexibility if actions are 

allowed to succeed in the one state, while failing in another as is illustrated by the 

example. Hence we model failure as partiality.) Let TS be the collection of all 

labeled transition systems with configurations in Conf = Stack u {O}, internal 

configurations in Stack\(E), one final configuration E, undefined configuration 0, 

labels in A = 1 u {F}, domain of values X”, and valuation (Y : A u {E} + 2”’ with 

a(E)=&, a(h)=h. 

Next we give the definition of the labeled transition systems underlying the 

operational semantics. Each declaration d induces a system +d in TS determined 

by its transition relation. The labels are states (T E 1 or the empty word F E 3”. For 

notational convenience we shall write +d instead of + 5. 

Definition 3.3. Let d E Decl. d induces a labeled transition system in TS with as 

step relation the smallest subset of Conf x A x Conf such that: 

(i) [y, (T]:S-+~ S; 

(ii) [(e, D):g, a]:S jd [g, (~1:s; 

(iii) [(a; s, D):g, a]:S+d [(s, D):g, (T’]:& if u’= I(a)(v) exists, 

[(a; s, D):g, a]:S jd S, otherwise; 

(iv) [(fuiZ;s, D):g, 01:s --+<, S; 

(v) [(!;s, D):g, a]:S+‘j [(s, D):g, cr]:D; 

(vi) [(x’;s, D):g, cr]:S -d [(s’, S):(s, D):g, cr]:S, if xc s E d; 

(vii) [((s, or sz);s, D):g, (~1:s +d F, :F2:S, 

where F, = [(s; :s, D):g, v], i = 1,2. 
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We comment briefly on each of the above transitions (more precisely transition 

schemes). 

(i) If the top frame contains the empty generalized statement, denoted by y, 

the computation of this alternative terminates successfully. The local state 

(T of the frame is delivered as an answer and the frame is popped of the 

stack. The computation continues with the remaining frames. 

(ii) If the left-most component of a generalized statement has become empty 

(in case a procedure call or the initial statement has terminated), i.e., has 

format (E, D), then the statement-dump stack pair is deleted from the frame. 

The computation continues with the remaining generalized statement. 

(iii) In case an action a in the top frame has become active, the action interpreta- 

tion I is consulted for the effect of a in (T. If Z(a)(a) is defined, the state 

is transformed accordingly. If I(a)( ) (T is not defined the frame fails and is 

popped of the stack. 

(iv) Execution of fair amounts to failure of the current alternative. Hence the 

top frame is popped of the backtracking stack. Control is transferred to the 

new top frame. 

(v) The transition concerning the cut represents removal of alternatives; the top 

frame continues its execution. Since the dump stack D is a substack of the 

backtrack stack S, replacing the backtrack stack by the current dump stack 

indeed amounts, in general, to deletion of frames, i.e., of alternatives. (Note 

that the right-hand stack is well-formed by definition of GStut.) 

(vi) A call initiates body replacement. The body is looked up in the declaration 

d and becomes the active component of the generalized statement in the 

top frame. This component has its own dump stack, which is (a pointer to) 

the backtrack stack at call time. 

(vii) Execution of an alternative composition yield two new frames: an active 

frame corresponding to the left component of the or-construct and a suspen- 

ded frame corresponding to the right component. 

Definition 3.4. The operational semantics B: 9 + I+ 2:” for the backtracking 

language 28 is defined by O(d 1 s)(a) = a,,([(~, E),rr]) where LY,, : Conf + I”’ is the 

valuation associated with the labeled transition system induced by d. 

Example (Continued). Consider the declaration 

d =x+y;!;z:y+u;y;u or (b;y;b or u):z+c;z or c. 

Let us calculate as illustration of the definitions parts of the transition sequence for 

the statement x;eoi in state ahabad!% (Here the state reflects the input buffer. $ 

represents acceptance; all other states represent rejection.) The interpretation of the 

actions a, h, c and eoi is as described previously: for (Y E {a, b, c} we assume 

I(a)(ow) = w, I(a) is undefined otherwise and Z(eoi)($) =$, Z(eoi) fails, i.e. is 
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undefined, otherwise. Note ababad g 2 for d g {a, b, c}. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

[(x;eoi, E), ababad$] 
+ 

[(y;!;z, E):(eoi, E), ababad$] 
-?. 

[(a;y;a or (b;y;b or a), E):(!;z, E):(eoi, E), ababad$] 
+ 

[(a;y;a, E):(!;z, E):(eoi, E), ababad$] 

[(b;y;b or a, E):(!;z, E):(eoi, E), ababad$] 
+ 

[(y;a, E):(!;z, E):(eoi, E), babad$] 

[(b;y;b or a, E):(!;z, E):(eoi, E), ababad$] 
+ 

3 

[(E, E):(!;z, E):(eoi, E), d$] 

[(a, #l):(a, E):(!;z, E):(eoi, E), babad$] 

[(b;y;b or a, E):(!;z, E):(eoi, E), ababad$] 
+ 

[(!;z, E):(eoi, E), d$] 

[(a, #l):(a, E):(!;z, E):(eoi, E), babad$] 

[(b;y;b or a, E):(!;z, E):(eoi, E), ababad$] 
-9 

[(z, E):(eoi, E), d$l 
+ 

Here # 1 denotes a pointer into the appropriate substack. Transitions (1) and (2) 

follow the scheme of Definition 3.3(vi), and create new components in the general- 

ized statements. Transition (3) shows how the alternatives are distributed according 

to Definition 3.3(vii). Since the action a succeeds in state ababad$, yielding babad$, 

the first clause of Definition 3.3(iii) is applicable at transition (4). At transition (5) 

the procedure call for y has terminated. The corresponding component is deleted. 

At transition (6) one can see the effect of evaluation of the cut: execution of the 

cut amounts to removal of the two lowest frames. 

4. Denotational semantics for 93 

In this section we present a direct denotational semantics for the backtracking 

language %‘. This semantics is similar to the semantics for PROLOG with cut in [I!)]. 

The standard technique using environments is used to establish the meaning of 

procedures (cf. [6,27].) First, meaning is given to statements in arbitrary environ- 
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ments. Next, for each declaration an environment transformation is defined that 

captures the notion of body replacement. Finally, the denotational semantics of a 

%-program evaluates the program body in the environment of the least fixed point 

of the transformation corresponding to the declaration of the program. 

Let us first of all give some explanation of the functionality of the statement 

evaluator [I. I5 which establishes the meaning of statements, postponing for a moment 

the motivation of the interpretation of the statements itself. It is clear that the cut 

forces to supply sequential information to the semantical mapping [[. I,, for the cut 

selects the jirst alternative, i.e., state, and throws away others. For example, we 

need to distinguish [(a or b);!], from [a],, since operationally (a or b);! and a 

behave differentially in the context of yet another alternative c: 6((u or b);! or 

C)(F) = CT<, while G(u or c) = u,,u,.. One way or the other is should be made explicit 

that a cut has taken place, and that alternatives should not be appended consequently. 

We introduce the special marker 6 for the purpose of signaling the execution of a 

cut !. For this we extend our stream domain with streams possibly ending in 6, i.e., 

to the domain 1:. Recalling the use of environments to handle procedure calls we 

end up with the functionality [[. 1,: Stat + Env+I +Z: where the collection of 

environments Env = Proc + 1 --z Xx. We shall find it convenient to have also available 

an evaluator [I .I,: EStur --z Env + Z + 2: to handle elementary statements separately. 

Next we define some auxiliary operators that will be used in the semantical 

mapping. Again the action interpretation I will be used to establish the meaning 

of actions. However, here we consider I as a mapping in Action + 2 --z 2:. Here 

we have I (a)( CT) = E when I (a)( a) was not defined before. We shall use the mappings 

fail, cut : 2 + 1: to denotefail and !, respectively. We putfuil(a) = F and cut(~) = o-6. 

For the failure statement fail delivers no answer in any state. The cut operator ! 

does not transform the state but has a side-effect expressed by the cut marker 6. 

Also we have id : 2 + 2: with id (a) = u. Let M = 2 + 2:. To give meaning to the 

or-construct we define a concatenation operator * : M x M + M by (+!I. 4)(a) = 

$(a). 4(a). For the sequential composition we define a composition operator 

o:MxM+M by ($+)((T)=&+((T)) h w ere 6 :.X2+ E”fi’ is the homomorphic 

extension of 4, i.e., i(S)=6 for [E{E,I,~} and ~$(ar)=d(~)*$(r). Finally the 

hiding or uncut operator . \S: 1: + C x is defined by r\S = 0 if T = 06 and r\S = 7 

otherwise. 
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(iii) 0 : Decl+ Em + Env, 

@dv = hx.h~~..[[s],7p7\6 if x t s E d; 

(iv) 9:B+I+I~t, 

~(dI~)=usrl&, where Q is the least fixed point of Q(d). 

The stream I[ej,va denotes the meaning of the elementary statement e in the 

environment r] and state 0: So if e is an action a E Action the action interpretation 

I is consulted. In case offail or ! the semantical counterparts fail and cur serve as 

denotations. The or-construct is denoted by the concatenation operator. We use 

environments to establish the meaning of procedure names. 

The semantical mapping [ .J\ on Stat is now straightforward: The empty statement 

has no effect on the input. So [I~l~vcr = (T as is expressed by the mapping id. Sequential 

composition is replaced by the composition operator: For UE 1 first [cj,v(T is 

calculated, say yielding a stream 7. This T is pipelined to [sJJ,v. The sequence of 

alternatives, i.e., the states in 7 are processed one by one by s and the results 

concatenated together (taking into account the markers I and 8). 

The environment transformation @ captures the notion of body replacement for 

procedure calls. For a procedure name x with body s in a declaration d, denoted 

by x t s E d, the outcome of @dvx in state v is the meaning of the statement s in 

environment n and state P, but with a possible 6 hided. Since the special symbol 

S signals that a cut at the particular call level has taken place, a 6 at the level of s 

should not be propagated to the level of x (cf. Section 3). As a consequence we do 

not have in general that the meaning [[xns of the call x and [sjs of its body s coincide. 

Finally the semantics of a B-program d 1s is established by evaluating the 

statement s in an environment induced by the declaration d, viz. the least fixed 

point v,, of Q(d). This semantics is well-defined by virtue of the next lemma. 

Lemma 4.2. i[. ],, 1.1, and @ are continuous in r]. 

Proof. Left to the reader. 0 

The denotational semantics for 28 uses the technique of environment transforma- 

tion as in [19]. Alternatively we could use a simultaneous fixpoint construction for 

finitely many procedure names if we restrict to so-called closed programs [6]. 

Remark. The least fixed point defined in Definition 4.l(iv) can be obtained as the 

least upperbound of a chain of iterations (v,,,,),, with n(,,, defined by v<,,” = hx.Ao.1 

and v,i,i+I = @dq,,,. From the continuity of [*I], we derive [sT],nd = lub,([sjj,q,,). 

Examples. Consider the actions one, two E Action with 

Z(one)(a) = (T,, I( two)(c) = CT2 

for all u E 25 (and some U, ,cZ E I). Choose v E 2 and d E Decl. Then we have 
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[dlone or two],,a = [one or two],7j,,a 

and 

= uonen,rldo.utwon,~,a = u,u2 

(Idl(0~ 0r two);q.a = (pj..qc,)A(~one or tWo~,vda) 

(where ( . )A denotes the homomorphic extension operator). 

Similarly, the statements fail and !;fuil have different meanings. For on the one 

hand we have [Inlfa& = ha.& while on the other hand [dl!;fail],, = Aq.6. However, 

the operational semantics of fail and !;fail do coincide: 

B(dlfail) = C’(dl!;fail) = AC7.&, 

since 

[(!;.W, ~9, VI*,, [MN E), ~1 -<I E. 

In the next section we shall introduce an intermediate semantics 4 that is an 

extension of the operational semantics 0 but that will distinguish between fail and 

!; fail. 

5. Equivalence of 8 and 9 

As we have seen in the previous section the compositional character of the 

denotational semantics implies the signaling of cuts that have been encountered on 

the current level. The operational semantics does not need a token indicating the 

execution of a cut, since alternatives are maintained dynamically on the backtrack 

stack. Operationally, alternatives not occurring in the dump stack are in effect 

removed from the backtrack stack; denotationally, the marker 6 will absorb their 

denotations. In order to prove the correctness of the denotational semantics with 

respect to the operational one we introduce a transition-system-based intermediate 

semantics 9 which is an extension of the operational semantics and which is able 

to signal cuts occurring at the top level. 

The definition of the intermediate semantics follows that of the operational one. 

For each declaration we define a transition system (using the same clauses as before) 

and the intermediate semantics of a program dls in state c is the value of the 

maximal transition sequence with respect to d from the initial state corresponding 

to s and (T. The new thing here is the stack (or stack marker) A. A is a final 

configuration contributing 6 to the value of a transition sequence. The initial 

configuration associated with a statement-state pair s, CT in the setting of the 

intermediate semantics is the frame [(s, A), a]. For if a cut is encountered in s the 

current dump stack, i.e. A, replaces the backtrack stack, yielding a stack of the 

format F:A. All the configurations in the transition sequence from there on will be 
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of the format S:A, i.e., are marked with A. If the maximal transition sequence ended 

before (with respect to 0) in E, it now (with respect to 9) ends in A yielding a 

stream ending with 6. If the computation was infinite, it still is. Of course, it is 

possible for a transition sequence to have E as a final configuration with respect 

to 9. This is the case if no cut is encountered at the top level. 

The transition schemes for the intermediate case are exactly the same as before 

in Section 3. (The changes are implicit in the range of the metavariables.) In 

particular, the current backtrack stack is taken as dump stack in case of body 

replacement for a procedure call. This makes the definition of stacks slightly 

complicated, since additional to the pointer property, i.e., the dump stacks being 

substacks of the backtrack stack, we have to take care that once a stack is marked 

with A this marker will not be removed by any dump stack. Thus we forbid 

generalized statement of the format (s,, A):(s,, E):(s,, A) while we still allow the 

format (s2, E):(s,, A). For, in the former case the A introduced by a cut in s, can 

be overwritten by a cut in s2. In the latter situation this is not possible. 

Definition 5.1. Define the set of generalized statements by 

GStat’={(s,, D,):..:(s,., D,.)I~EN, s, E Stat, D,~Stack’, i<jaD, z:, D,}, 

the set of frames by 

Frame’= {[g, a] lg E GStat’, UE Z} 

and the set of stacks by 

Stack’= {F, :..: F,. 1 r E N, F, = [(s, , D,):..:(s,,, D,), v] E Frame’ 

such that F,,, :..: Fv a_ 0,) 

u{F,:..:F,.:A/~EN, F,=[(s,, D,):..:(s,,, D,), a] E Frame’ 

such that F,+,:..:F,:A s<5 0,) 

(with S ‘:, S’e S, S’E (Frame’)* & S’ is a substack of S, or S, S’E (Frame’)*.A and 

S’ is a substack of S, or S’= A). 

Let TS’ be the collection of all labeled transition systems with configurations in 

Conf ‘= Stack’u {a}, internal configurations in Stack\{ E, A}, final configurations 

in {E, A}, undefined configuration 0, labels in A = 2 u {F}, domain of values 2x, 

and valuation a’:A u{E, A}+Xg with (Y’(A)=& a’(E)= F, a’(A) =6. 

As mentioned earlier the transition system -+‘, induced by a declaration d in TS’ 

uses exactly the same transition schemes as the transition system +<, in TS in 

Definition 3.3. 

Definition 5.2. Let d E Decl. d induces a deterministic transition system in TS’ with 

as step relation the smallest subset of Conf’ x A x Conf’ such that 
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(i) [y, (~1:s +T S; 

(ii) [(a, D):g, 01:s ed [g, a]:S; 

(iii) [(a;~, D):g, g]:S+, [(s, D):g, (T’]:S, if (T’= Z(a)c exists, 

[(a;~, D):g, a]:S -+(, S, otherwise; 

(iv) [(fail;s, D):g, a]:S -<I S; 

(v) [(!;s, D):g, cr]:S ‘<, [(s, D):g, (T]:D; 

(vi) [(x’;s, D):g, a]:S +d [(s’, S):(s, D):g, (T]:S, if x + s E d; 

(vii) [((s, or s,);s, D):g, CT]:S+~, F,:F?:S, 

where F,=[(s,;s,D):g,a], i-1,2. 

The intermediate semantics is constructed similar to the operational semantics in 

Section 3. The small differences are due to the incorporation of 6 and A. 

Definition 5.3. The intermediate semantics 9 : %‘+ 2 + E;j’ for the backtracking 

language 3 is defined by 9(dIs)c~=a:,([(s,A),(~]) where c~~:Conf’+E~ is the 

valuation associated with the labeled transition system in TS’ induced by d. 

The remainder of the section is devoted to the relationship of the intermediate 

semantics on the one hand and the operational and denotational semantics on the 

other. First, we relate 6 and 4. The operational and intermediate semantics are the 

same modulo 6, i.e., (9 = 9\S (where .\S is the hiding operator of Section 4), since 

the underlying transition systems are the same modulo A. Secondly, we consider 

the collection of configurations Conf’ as the union of an increasing sequence of 

subsets of configurations Conf,:~ Coqf; c Conf; . . . where in the subset ConfL we 

allow at most k + 1 call levels. Following the remark in Section 2, these subsets 

induce a chain of restricted transition systems and consequently a chain of restricted 

intermediate semantics. It will be shown to hold 4 = lub,,(4k). The denotational 

semantics 9 can also be represented on as a chain by continuity of the functions 

involved, (cf. lemma 4.2). Say 9 = lub,,(SL). Most of the effort is devoted to obtain 

for each k the equality 9a, = 9,,, since we have to derive the compositionality of the 

transition-system-oriented semantics LJa,. Once this is established we immediately 

derive 4 = 9 by continuity arguments. As a corollary we have the relationship 

0 = 9\S between the operational and denotational semantics. 

Before we relate 0 and 9 we first give an auxiliary operator . \A that renames 

the marker A in the empty stack E (analogously to .\S that renames 6 into E). We 

define .\A : Conf’+ Conf’ by E\A = E, O\A = R and A\A = E, and if F = 

[(s,, D,):..:(s,, D,), c~] then (F:S)\A = F:(S\A) where 

F= [(s,, D,):..:(s,, D,), a] and oi = D,\A. 

. \A is well-defined. It follows from inspection of the transition schemes that C +d C’ 

with respect to 9 implies C\A ed C’\A with respect to 0 
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Theorem 5.4. For each program d 1 s in 93, it holds that o( d 1 s) = Aa.$( d ) s)(T\& 

Proof. Let d (s E B and u E I. First we prove by fixpoint induction: a;(C)\6 = 

q, (C\A), where a:, and ad are the valuations of the transition systems induced by 

d with respect to 9 and 0, respectively. For C E (0, E, A} this is clear. Otherwise 

C -2 C’ with respect to 9 for some label A and configuration C E Conf ‘. Then 

~:,(C)\~=(~‘(A).Q:,(C’))\~ 

= a(A.(al(C’)\G) since A # 6 

= a(h). a,, (C’\A) by induction hypothesis 

= a,(C\A) since C\A -i C’\A with respect to 0. 

SO 

4(d (sb\s = Q:I([(s, A), ul)\S = a<,(lb, A), ml\A) = n,([(s, E), ~1) 

= B(dl.s)a. Cl 

Next we represent the intermediate semantics as a chain of restricted intermediate 

semantics. We introduce subsets Conf; of Conf’ and restrictions -+d,L of jd to 

Conf; in TS’. The subscript k indicates that generalized statements occurring in 

stacks in Conf; consist at most of k+ 1 components (s, D). Intuitively, we impose 

a maximum, viz. k, on the number of inner calls. 

Definition 5.5. The weight function w : GStat’, Frame’, Stack’, Conf ‘+ N is defined 

by 
w((s, ) D,):..:(s,., II,.)) = r L 1, 

w([g, gl) = w(g), w(E) =o, w(O) =o, 

w(F:S) =max{w(F), w(S)}, 

where I denotes the monus, i.e., subtraction in N. 

We put 

Stack;={SEStack’/w(S)ck} 

and 

Conf;={CEConf’lw(C)sk}. 

So we have Conf; = Stack: u (0). For d E Decl and i E N we write -d,A for the 

restriction of jd to Conf; in TS’. So in particular we have for x’+ S’E d: 

(i) [(x’;s, D):g, a]:S-+,,,,, [(s’, S):(s, D):g, u]:S, 

if w((x’;s, D):g) < k, 

(ii) [(x’;s, D):g, a]:S -+d,L 0, if w((x’;s, D):g) = k, 

(iii) [(x’;s, D):g, a]:S admits no transition, if w((x’;s, D):g) > k. 
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Definition 5.6. For k E N we define 9, : 93 + 2 -+ 2: by Cak(d 1 s)u = cuk,([(s, A), v]) 

where IX:,,, is the valuation of the labeled transition system +d,k in TS’, which is 

the restriction of jd to StackA\{ E, A}. 

According to the general remarks in Section 2, based on the continuity of the 

mapping AT.cr, t TS’+ Conf’+ 22 that assigns to a transition system its associated 

valuation, we have that the chain (--+d,k)l, approximates -‘,. Hence the intermediate 

semantics 9 is the least upperbound of the chain of restricted semantics (Jr,),. 

Theorem 5.7. For all programs d 1 s in ,CZ? and all states u E 2, 

.9(dls)c=lubl,(91,(dIs)v). 

Proof. Let d I s E 3 and all states (T E 2: Since --+<, is the least upper bound of the 

chain (-‘d,l,)k in TS’ we have 

a;([(.~ A), ~1) = luh(~:,,,([(.~, A), ~I)), 

i.e. 9(d Is)v= lubL(9L(d Is)g). q 

The restricted intermediate semantics 9,\ will be related to “restricted” denota- 

tional semantics 91, to be defined in a moment. In these semantics we intuitively 

have also a bound on the nesting of procedure calls as we have with respect to the 

restricted intermediate semantics. We shall have 9,, (d I S)CT = [[~j,q,~a where T,(,~ is 

the kth iteration of 0d. The environment v~,,~ expresses k times a simultaneous 

application of the dynamic copy rule for the procedure names involved. In particular 

TV,,,, is the least environment Ax.Av.1 assigning to x the uninforming I since no 

body replacement has taken place. 

Definition 5.8. For d E Decl, we define the environments n‘,,k inductively by n,,.,)= 

Ax.Au.1 and T~,~+, = @dv,,,. The restricted denotational semantics D’r : 53 + 2 + 25: 

is defined by 9,, (d I s) = [s],TJ~,,~. 

Next we want to relate the restricted intermediate and denotational semantics. 

Theorem 5.13, stating ‘ak(d 1 s) = gL(d I s) for programs d 1s in 93, will be established 

by induction on k and the statement s. In order to prove the equality for statements 

of the format S, or s2 and e;s and for procedures x (in case k > 0) we need some 

further elaboration in 9a,. For this we shall use the fact that the transition systems 

-+d,k are terminating or Noetherian, i.e., there exists no infinite sequence (C,), in 

Conf’ such that C, -+d,k C,,, . This property allows us to reason by induction on the 

length of the computations involved, and moreover it enables us to switch smoothly 

between the restricted intermediate semantics 4,, and its underlying transition system 

-d,l. In contrast, the termination property is not shared by the limit -(, underlying 
4. 
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Lemma 5.9. All the transition systems -+d,k are terminating. 

Proof. See [13]. 0 

From the lemma it follows that for C E Conf; we have either C +& E or C -& A 

or C -++& R for some suitable 0 E X*. Moreover, 

C--n& Eec~;,~(C)=e, 

C&d~~a;,,(C)=06, 

c -:,, llea;&.k(c) = 01. 

so 

with 5 E (e, I, S} and 2 E {E, R, A} appropriate. (Here the double arrow * denotes 

the reflexive and transitive closure of the arrow + with the labels handled in the 

obvious way.) 

Next we turn to the compositionality of 9, with respect to the or-construct. We 

define an auxiliary operator .d S to insert alternative frames below stacks. Let 

SE Stack’\(A). We define . -a 3: Conf’ ~Conf’byEaS=S,naS=~,AaS=A, 

and if F = [(s,, D,):..:(s,, II,.), CT] then (F:S)aS= E’:(SaS) where 

F = [(s,, D,):..:(s,, D,), CT] and 0, = D, u,!?. 

It is readily checked that S~SE Stack’, .ds is well-defined and 

(C 4,~ C’) & (w(S)sk)=K-S&j, C’-S. 

(Notice the similarity between the definition of. on Eg and 4 on ConjI In particular, 

we have 6.y=6 and AeS=A.) 

Lemma 5.10. Let k E N, d E Decl and s, ,s2 E Stat. Then we have 

4,,(d/s, ors,)=4/,(dIs,).~~(d(sz). 

Proof. Let (T E E. Suppose [(s,, A), a] -& A (with respect to +d,k). Then 

C(s,, A), ~l:[b, A), ~1 -h 4 

since 

and 

SO 

iI(s, > A>, ~14 Lb,, A>, al= [(s,, A), ~l:[(sz, A>, ~1 

A a[(~?, A), u] = A. 

Lb1 or SZ, A), ~I-& A. 

Analogously, if [(s,, A), u]+& 0, then [(s, or s2, A), a]+& f2, and if 

[(s,, A), a] -& E and [(sz, A), u] -zS Z, then [(s, or s2, A), a] -$;,“l Z. 
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Suppose 9a,(dls,)cr= O,c, and 9h(d Is,)v= 6-5 7 z with 0,) C&E LX* and 5,) L?E 

{F, -L,6}. Then we have [(s,, A), u] -$, Z, and [(sz, A), a] -2, Z2 with Z,, Z’E 

{E, 0, A} corresponding to [, , &‘?. By the above: if 5, = E, then 

Z, = E, 

[(sI or ~2, A), ~1 -i?? ZZ, 

&(dls, ors7)a=8,e152=~,.e7~2; 

if 5, = I, then 

z, = 0, 

[(s1 or ~2, A), ~1 -h a, 

&(dls, or.~~)a=8,_L=e,_L.e217; 

if 5, = 6, then 

Z, = A, 

[(sI or ~2, A), ~1 -h 4 

.Pk(dls, or s2)m= 0,s = 6,6.0212. 

So in all cases we have 

.9,(d(s, or.~,)a=~,,(dIs,)~.4/,(d(.~2)~. q 

In Lemma 5.11, where we focus on body replacement with respect to the restricted 

intermediate semantics we need yet two other auxiliary operators. The hiding 

operator . \A that renames il into the empty stack E has been used previously. The 

operator . :( e, d) introduces in all the frames of a stack a dummy frame, which can 

be regarded as a rudiment of (x, A) after the x has been expanded. 

Recall .\A : Conf’+ Coqf’ defined by E\A = E, cl\A = 0 and A\A = E, and if 

F = [(St, D,):..:(s,., D,.), CT] then (F:S)\A = F:(S\A) where 

F = [(SI 7 D,):..:(s,., D,), a] and 0, = D,\A. 

.\A is well-defined, and for SE Stack; we have S\A E Stack;. It follows from 

inspection of the clauses of -+d,l that C -:,, C’ implies C\A *& C’\A. We define 

.:(&,A): Conf’+Conf’ by E:(F,A)=E, R:(e,A)=R, A:(e,A)=A and if F== 

[(s,, D,):..:(s,, D,), ~1 then (F: S):(F, A)= F: (S:(E, A)) where 

F= [(s,, D,):..:(s,., D,):(F, A), a] and I?, = D, :(F, A). 

Clearly . :(E, A) is well defined. Again it follows from inspection of the clauses 

of the intermediate transition system - </, A that C -& C’ implies 

C:(E, A) -,“1., C’:(F, A). 

Lemma 5.11. Let k E N, d E Decl, x E Proc and s E Stat such that x + s E d. Then it 

holds that 

4,+,(d Ix) = /b.91\(d is)cr\& 
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Proof. Let u E 2:. Suppose 9,,(d 1 S)(T = 6< with 0 E E*, 5 E {E, I, S}. Then we have 

[(s, A), a] -z,, 2 with 2 E {E, 0, A} appropriate. So [(s, E), (T] -& Z\A by appli- 

cation of .\A, and [(s, E):(e, A), P] -+&+, Z\A by application of . :( E, A). Since 

[(x, A), ~1 -CA+, it.7, E):(&, A), ql 

we have Lb, A>, ~1 -ii,, +, Z\A. By definition of .\A it follows that 

4,+,(d Ix)a = 0(5\8) = (@)\8 = 4,(d \s)a\6. 0 

The last lemma in this section in devoted to the compositionality of 9, with 

respect to sequential composition. For the introduction of a statement s in computa- 

tions of the statement e, obtaining (parts of) computations of e;s we define the 

operator . ;s. However, this only makes sense for frames having a generalized 

statement of at least one component, i.e., distinct from y. (Note that stacks occurring 

in transition sequences starting from an initial stack, i.e., a stack of the format 

[(s, A), (~1, have at most one occurrence of y. Moreover, if y occurs, then it does 

so in the top frame, as can be established by induction on the length of the 

computation.) Therefore, we first put 

eStack’={[g,, r,]:..:[g,., ~~]:Z~Stack’/ rEN,g;# ~,ZE{E,A}}, 

eCoqf’ = &Stack’ u {O}, 

and for s E Stat we define ~;s:~Conf’+eConf’ by R;s=R, E;s= E, A;s=A, and 

if F = [(s,, D,):..:(s,, D,.):(s,-, , , Dr+,), a] then (F:S);s = F:(S;s) where 

F= [(s,, D,):..:(s,., D,):(s,.+, ;s, Dr+,), v] and D, = D, ;s. 

As before (but now for C, C’E Lonf’) we have that C -& C’implies C;s +& C’;s 

as can be easily checked by inspection of the clauses of +d,,_. 

Lemma 5.12. For k E N, d E Decl, e E EStat and s E Stat we have 

Proof. Let (T E c. To prove 4,(d (e;.s)cT=JJ,(d (s)A(4k(d le)a), suppose 

[(e,A),m]*&Z with O=~,..U,.E~*, Z~:{E,fl,d} and [(.s,d),(~,]+~~ ‘1 Z, with 

0; E I*, Z, E {E, L?, A}. We claim: 

(i) Suppose Vie {l,..,r}: Z, = E. Then it holds that [(e;s, A), a] *& Z with 

T = 0, ..O,. 

(ii) Suppose 3jE {l,.., r} such that Vi E {l,..,j - 1): Z; = E and 2, = R. Then it 

holds that [(e;s, A), W] -*& fl with 7 = 0, ..O,. 

(iii) Suppose 3j E {l,..,r} such that Vi E {l,..,j - l}: 2, = E and Z, = A. Then it 

holds that [(e;s, A), V] *& A with r = 0, ..S,. 
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We check (iii), leaving the other similar cases to the reader: Choose SO,.., S, E Stack’ 

such that 

From St-1 ++L,I[(E, A), a,l:S and S, *;,k Z in ~Conf’ we derive 

Si-, ;s +:,.J(s, A>, a;l:(S,;~), S,;s -;,, Z, Z E i-6 a, A}. 

Since Vi E {l,.., j - l}:[(s, A), a,] -f;:, E and [(s, A), a,] -$k A we have 

ViE{l,.., j-l}: [(s,A),(T,]:(S~;S)~~.~S~;S, 

[(s, A), a;l:(S, is) -$k A 

by insertion of S, ;s, i E { l,.., j - l}, and S, ;s, respectively. So 

[(e;s A), cl= &;s -Z.k [(s, A), cII:(SI ;s) -& S, ;s 

~d.h”“r1.L [(s, A), ajl:(S, ;4-& A. 

Conclusion: [(e;s, A), CT]--W:I,~ A with T = 0, ..O,. 

Now assume $L(d\s)a= O< with 0 = (T, ..(T,E .E*, ~E{F, I, S} and 9jh(d I.s)a, = fIJ, 

with 0, E E”, & E{E, I, 6). Then we have [(e, A), CT]-~,~ Z and [(s, A), (T]-$,~ Z, 

with Z and Z, corresponding to 5 and <,, respectively. If Z, = E for all i E {l,.., r}, 

then 5, = E, iE{l,.., r}, and [(e;s, A), a] *;,,, E with T= 0, ..O,. So 

9h(d le;s)cT = 0, ..0,1= O,<,.~..O,&*~ 

=,a,(dl.~)A(a,..a~_5)=-ar(dIs)~(~a,(dle)a). 

If Z, = E for all i E { l,.., j - l} and Z, = R for some j E {I,.., r}, then lf = E, i E 

{l,.., j-l}, L,=L and [(e;s, A), CT-~,,, R with T= O,..O,. So 

4,(dIe;s)cs=O,..O,1 

zz O,[ ,.... O,{ ,.... O,L1*[ since <, = J- 

= 9h(d Is)75 ..cL-) 

= A(d I sIA(A(d I eb). 
If Z, = E for all i E {l,.., j- 1) and Z, = A for some jg{l,.., r}, then I& = E, iE 

{l,.., j-l}, 6, = 8 and [(e;s, A), a]-~;,~ A with T= O,..O,. So 

9jL(d (e;s)a = 8, ..e,6 

= e,t ,.... eg, . . . . e,<,-i since 6, = 6 

= -ak(d ld’(a, ..fl,5) 

=4k(d(s)A(9a,(d(e)a). q 
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Having gathered enough compositionality results we are now in the position to 

relate the restricted intermediate and denotational semantics. 

Theorem 5.13. For all k E N we have GBr = 9a,. 

Proof. To prove for all d, k and s: 9k (d ) s) = 9h(d 1 s). Induction on k and s. The 

cases “(k, F)“, “(k, fail)“, “(k, a)“, “(k, !)” and “(0, x)” are straightforward. Consider 

“(k + 1, x)“. Suppose x + s E d. 

%+,(d Ix) = Uxl,~<u+, = ~,k+lx = @dTd,kx 

= AcT.[[s~,~,~cT\~ = hu2Jn(d ls)a\6 

=$,+,(d Ix) by Lemma 5.11. 

For “(k, s, or sr)” we have 

%(d IsI orsd =Usl or.dw~ =Us,11,77d.h.Us,lls~~,,~ 

=U~J~,Q,~~USA~L~ =-%Vb,PJdbJ 

=9,(d[s, orsz) by Lemma 5.10. 

For “(k, e;s)” we have 

%(+A =Ue;sIl,v,,, =Uds~4k oU41e~dk 
=9a,(dls)04,(dIe)=4,,(d]e;s) by Lemma 5.12. 0 

By now all the ingredients for an equivalence proof for 6 and 9 are available, 

viz. Definition 5.3 defining the intermediate semantics, Theorem 5.7 that represents 

4 as a chain, Theorem 5.13 that relates 4r and Sk, Lemma 4.2 which states the 

continuity of the statement evaluator and helps going from 9k to 9 and, finally, 

Theorem 5.4 relating the operational and intermediate semantics. 

Theorem 5.14. 6 = 9\6. 

Proof. Let d E Decl, s E Stat. Then 

4(dls)=lub,,(4,(d~s))=lubh(9,(d/s)) 

= W(Uslsrld,~) =U.~l,(M~d,d =Ud,!M@d) = W+). 
SoO=4\6=9\S. 0 

6. Interpretation of .@ into PROLOG 

In the previous sections we studied comparative semantics for the uniform or 

abstract language 9. 3 is called uniform for its actions. The effect of an action in 



a state is given by an arbitrary chosen action interpretation. This now serves as a 

handle for the interpretation of %I as the core of the programming language PROLOG, 

viz. a left-most depth-first implementation of Horn clause logic with backtracking 

and cut. By choosing an appropriate interpretation of actions, i.e., fixing a suitable 

function Z, we change our point of view to logic programming. We also obtain an 

operational and denotational semantics for PROLOG as refinements of the operational 

and denotational semantics for i%3 developed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. 

Finally, it will be obvious how to carry over the equivalence proof for 98 to the 

situation of PROLOG. Thus presently obtaining a relationship between the operational 

and denotational semantics almost for free. 

Since we take the language % as a starting point for describing PROLOG procedure 

names are not allowed to have more than one procedure body. Hence, we confine 

to PROLOG programs wherein the clauses have pairwise different head predicates 

only. This is no essential restriction in the presence of the or-construct and explicit 

unification actions, i.e., goals of the format t, = t,. (One can use a so-called 

homogeneous form for clauses, as in [28] and or together clauses with the same 

head predicate.) So we arrive at unifications as our collection of atomic actions, 

atoms instead of procedure names, while we shall write & instead of the sequencing 

constructor ;. The precise reformulation of 93 is given in the next definition. 

Definition 6.1. Let 9 be a collection of function symbols, V a collection of variables 

and % a collection of predicate letters. Let Term denote the collection of terms 

generated by 9 over %: Define the set of unifications 

Unif = {t, = t7 1 t, E Term}, 

the set of atoms 

Atom = {R(t, ,.., tA) 1 R E 3 of arity k, t, E Term}, 

the set of atomic goals 

AGoal={t,= t?,fail, !, G, orG,, R(t ,,.., &)I 

t, E Term, Gi E Goal, R E 92 of arity k}, 

the set of goals 

Goal = {A,&..&A, 1 r E N, A, E AGoal} 

with true E Goal denoting the empty goal, the set of PROLOG programs 

Prog={A,+G,:..:A,+G,IrEN,A,=R,(;,)EAGoal, 

i #j+ R, # R;, Gi E Goal}. 

Define 
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Next we develop an operational semantics for PROLOG along the lines of Section 

3. In order to obtain a most general answer substitution one has to avoid clashes 

of logical variables. Here we try to resolve an atom against a program clause with 

variables that are fresh with respect to the computation so far. We can achieve this 

by having infinite supply of copies of the class of variables and tagging every goal 

with an index that it should be renamed with. (This is in fact structure sharing.) In 

a global counter we keep track of the number of the class of variables to rename with. 

Definition 6.2. Let Term’ be the set of terms generated by 9 over “V” x N and 2 be 

the collection of substitutions over Term’, i.e., 

Z = {(T: Term’+ Term’1 (T homomorphic}. 

The set GGoal of generalized goals is defined by 

GGoal = {(G, , D, , m,):..:(G,, D,, m,) / r E N, G, E Goal, Dj E Stack, 

isjjDjs,, D,, m,EN}, 

the set of frames 

Frame = {[g, a, it] 1 g E GGoal, (T E 2, n E N}, 

the set of stacks 

Stack={F,:..:F,.(rEN,F,=[(G,, D,,m,):..:(G,, D,,m,),v,n]~ Frame 

such that F,+r :..:F, z,\ Dj} 

and the set of configurations 

Conf = Stack u {O}. 

The set of labels is defined by A = Z u {.z}. 

The transition system underlying the operational semantics is a straightforward 

modification of Definition 3.3. We use a black box unification algorithm mgu that 

yields a most general unifier for two atoms or terms if one exists, and is undefined 

otherwise [17, 191. We fix an action interpretation I: Unif + N+ B -+part B with 

I(t, = tJm(a, n) = (d, n) if ~9 = mgu(t:“‘v, ti”’ a) exists, and undefined otherwise. 

Here B denotes the collection of bindings defined by B = X x N. A binding /3 = (a, n) 

holds the current substitution and the value for the global counter of renaming 

indices. 

Execution of actions t, = t2 and procedure calls R(t , ,.., tk) involve unification. 

The effect of the execution of an action t, = t2 in state CT is the update ~6, i.e., 

composition of substitutions, of o with respect to the most general unifier 8 of t, 

and t2 in state (T (and appropriately renamed). 

Slightly more deviating is procedure handling, since one has to unify first the call 

and the head of the particular clause successfully before body replacement can take 

place. A call is operationally described as follows. Consider a call, i.e., atom, 
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R( t, ,.., fk). First the concerning procedure definition, i.e. clause, is looked up in the 

declaration, i.e. PROLOG program. Say this is R( I, ,.., &) + G. (If R is not declared 

in the program a failure occurs and the frame is popped of the stack.) Next we try 

to unify R( t, ,.., rk) and R( t , ,.., i,) (considering renaming and the current substitu- 

tion). If this is possible, i.e., a most general unifier exists, we replace the call by the 

procedure body, i.e., body of the program clause, extended with dump stack and 

renaming index, and change the state and global counter according to the side effect, 

i.e., the result of mgu, initiated by the call. We refer the reader to the nice tutorial 

of [22] for a discussion of unification in logic programming vs. parameter passing 

and value return in imperative languages. 

Definition 6.3. Let P E Prog. P induces a deterministic transition system + p with 

as transition relation the smallest subset of Conf x A x Conf such that 

(i) [y, a, n]:S --‘; S; 

(ii) [(true, D, m):g, V, VI]:S+~ [g, a, n]:S; 

(iii) [(t, = t&G, D, m):g, (T, ~I]:S-+~ [(G, D, m):g, ~0, n]:S, 

if 0 = mgu( t\‘“‘V, tirn’~) exists, 

[(t, = t&G, D, m):g, u, n]:S-+,,S, otherwise; 

(iv) [(fail & G, D, m):g, C, n]:S -fPS; 

(v) [(! & G, 0, m):g, V, II]:S--+~ [(G, D, m):g, u, n]:D; 

(vi) [(R(t ,,.., fk) & G, 0, m):g, a, n]:S 

-p [(G, S, n):(G, 0, m):g, (TO, n+ l]:S, 

if R(t,,.., Fk)+G~ P and 

0 = mgu(R(6,“” ,.., ty))u, R(?,“‘,.., 3,“‘)) exists, 

[(R(t ,,.., tr) & G, 0, m):g, c~, n]:S+,S, otherwise; 

(vii) [((G, orG2) & G, 0, m):g,a, n]:S-+F,:F,:S, 

where F, = [( G, & G, D, m):g, r, n]. 

In the above definition we denote by t”“’ the term in Term’ obtained by renaming 

in t variables in V into the corresponding variables in VX {m}. We use suffix 

notation for the application and composition of substitutions. 

The operational semantics is defined similar to Definition 3.4. Here, in the context 

of logic programming, we choose to fix the start state, viz. the identity substitution 

c,~. The renaming index is set to 1 having used 0 for the top level goal already. 

Definition 6.4. The operational PROLOG semantics B : PROLOG + 2‘" is defined by 

U’G) = a,([(G, -5 O), u,d, 11) 

where LY P : Conf + Zst is the valuation associated with the transition system induced 

by P. 
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The denotational semantics for PROLOG with cut is a straightforward modification 

of Definition 4.1 taking into account renaming indices and the tratement of pro- 

cedures. Note that instead of streams over states we presently deliver streams over 

bindings, i.e., elements of B:. The use of bindings instead of states is necessitated 

by the conjunction (i.e., sequential composition) A & G. Here information has to 

be passed from A to G concerning the classes of variables used in the computation 

of A. 

Definition 6.5. Let Env = Atom + N + B + B:. 

UG, or Gkrlm = (UGIIc~m)~(UGzllc;~m), 

UW&w-=dWh; 
(ii) [[.I](;: Goal+ Env+N+ B+ Bfi’, 

[[true],;vm = id, 

UA & GLvm = (UGkm) 0 (UAikm); 

(iii) 0 : Bog + Em + Enu, 

@PT{R(&~~, n) =UG,lc;v(~'A n+1)\4 
if R( T;,)+ G,,E P and 0 = mgu(R( ?““)u, R( r’:,“‘)) exists, 

@Pv{R( i)}m(v, n) = E otherwise; 

(iv) [[s]ProIof: PROLOG- B',', 

uPIGn,~,",",=uGnC;77~O(~.ldr 11, 
where 7P is the least fixed point of Q(P). 

It is a matter of routine to obtain the equivalence of the operational and denota- 

tional semantics for PROLOG along the tines of Section 5. 

Theorem 6.6. Define the projection T: B + 2 by ~(a, n) = (T. Then it holds that 0 = 

T 0 (9\S). 

7. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we have presented equivalent operational and denotational models 

for PROLOG with cut. First an abstract language embodying the jlow of control 

component including ! was studied. For this language we have given a transition- 

system-based operational semantics and a direct denotational semantics. Moreover, 

we have related this models by intervention of an intermediate semantics and 

comparing appropriate approximations. At the level of this approximations the 

transition sequences are finite. This gave us a convenient tool for deriving the 

compositionality of the restrictions of the intermediate semantics. Secondly we 
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interpreted and refined the abstract language by adding the logic component of 

PROLOG. The semantical definitions as well as their relationship induced by this 

change of view provided us with equivalent operational and denotational models 

for PROLOG with cut itself. 

Since our operational and denotational semantics for PROLOG are equal modulo 

hiding of the cut marker it remains to address the question of full abstractness of 

our semantics (cf. [l, 17, 181). Other future work concerns the applicability of our 

use of approximations in comparing e.g. concurrency semantics. 
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